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ABSTRACT 

 
Distal tibial fractures are surgical challenging in view to achieve near normal anatomical restoration of 

ankle joint congruity and associated instabilities caused by ligamentous and soft tissue injury which are often 
associated with them. The use of illizarov apparatus has been found to reduce the complications. Only 2 cases 
which failed to show clinico-radiological features of union ,were prophylactically bone grafted and 
immobilisation continued untill union was achieved by 12th monthThe technique of using external ring fixation 
avoids soft tissue detachment to an already jeopardised vascular status. There by ensuring a decreased 
infection rate and enhancing the chances of natural .  
Keywords: External ring fixator is the best for treating distal tibial fracture(Pilon fracture). 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Distal tibial fractures are a surgical challenge in view of achieving near normal anatomical   restoration 
of the ankle joint congruity and the associated instabilities caused by ligamentous and soft tissue injury which 
are often associated with them. The management principle laid down by Rüedi and  Allgöwer were followed 
earlier  had    high rate of complications The present concept is a two step procedure wherein temporary 
external fixation is applied first ,follwed later by open reduction and internal fixation after the soft tissue injury 
had resolved.Number of studies showed that staged procedures radically have changed the rate of  
complications and have proved to be prognostically  positive. Because of the proximity to the joint and  the 
minimal soft tissue coverage even extra articular injuries have many complications as compared to a mid-shaft 
tibia fracture.  

 
Many a studies have reiterated the role of  the soft tissue injuries in defining outcomes.In case of an 

intra-articular fracture the use of a external fixator first and then converting to a stable internal fixation later 
has many an advantages The use of illizarov apparatus has been found to reduce the complications. 

 
The advantage of this procedure is the ability to do a second stage procedure within a 16-25 weeks 

period.  
 
Aim 
 

To highlight the positive outcome of illizarov fixator’s utility  in distal tibia fractures of both intra and 
extra articular variety. 

 
METHOD 

 
Inclusion Criteria 

 

 Patients aged between 18–75 years,  

 ] Fracture geometry of displaced distal meta- physeal type. 

 Distal 1/3
rd

  tibia fractures with an angulation of more than 10 degrees in any plane  

 Intra-articular fractures . 
 

Patients who are participating in this study gave written and informed consent.All the fractures were 
classified according to the specific type that they belonged to, like the AO classification ,Reudi allgöewer 
,Gustilo or Tscherne for bimalleolar ,plafond, open and closed fracture types respectively. Surgeries were 
carried out on a radiolucent table without tourniquet. C Arm guidance was used for the pin placement and 
joint reduction assesment.  The fractures were reduced with traction ,manipulation and external pressure. In 
difficult cases percutaneous Steinmann pin and elevators were used as joysticks to achieve near normal 
anatomical reduction. Proximal ring was positioned at the level of the Head of Fibula. Additional stability when 
needed ,was achieved using multiple parallel K-wires. The Juxta articular fragments were reined in by using 
Olive wires.All wires were tensioned to 120 kg minimum. Additional stability when deemed necessary ,was 
achieved by adding multiple rings to the Tibia. The rings were connected by multiple parallel rods. All surgeries 
were carried out by two experienced surgeons in our department.  
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DISCUSSION 
 

Irrespective of the fracture pattern and the mechanism of injury(axial compression/tortional forces), 
outcomes were positive union ,without a second stage hardware procedure. Only 2 cases which failed to show 
clinico-radiological features of union ,were prophylactically bone grafted and immobilisation continued untill 
union was achieved by 12th month .Radiological fracture geometry did not influence the treatment algorithm.  
Any additional complications ,such as soft tissue trauma or the  fracture extention into the diaphysis, also did 
not affect our treatment algorithm.  
 

While 3 out of our 16 patients had an extra articular type of fracture which could have been treated 
with the newer types of locking intra medullary nails. It was decided against the former, in view of the risk of 
their biomechanical instability. While the latest techniques of stable fixation  with plate and screws was 
contemplated ,but the disadvantage of the associated wound infections ,both superficial and deep ,made us 
opt in favour of the external fixator ring device.  

 
An inevitable complication of this device is Pin tract infection. In various studies they have ranged 

from4.1% to 71%. Other studies have also found that the incidence of infection in ring fixators was less than 
that in unilateral hybrid fixators. In our study, there were 6 instances(37.5%) of simple pin tract infections, 
which were treated with culture appropriate oral antibiotics for 6 weeks and dressings, with 3 instances 
requiring exchange of the pin. The accepted deformity is still a controversial subject .The Radiological 
parameters are never a good clinical guide.  
 

Etter and Ganz, in a 10 year follow up found out that though perfect anatomical            reduction was 
achieved radiologically in the initial treatment,it did not correlate well with the clinical outcomes with regard 
to range of movement and later development of post traumatic arthritis. Williams et al. had done a study to 
evaluate the effect of fracture type and patient variables in determining the outcome of the study .The follow 
up period was for two years they were assessed upon four independent measures and found no correlation 
between any of them. They also found out that the patients ability to return to his work depended upon the 
educational level of the patient. Pollak et al.  did a study on 80 patients with pilon fractures and found that the 
injury severely hampered the health and financial status of the patient.  

 
In our study, in contradiction to the above study, the quality of life for those patients with metaphyseal 

fractures were same as that of those with intra articular fractures.They however had some limitations in 
participating in sporting activities such as jogging and running etc.  

 
Marsh et al. had found that though the intra articular fractures had a negative impact on the daily 

activities of the patients, only a few patients required a secondary reconstructive procedure at the end of five 
years because most of them eventually healed to a normal status by that time [1-8]. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The technique of using external ring fixation avoids soft tissue detachment to an already jeopardised 
vascular status.There by ensuring a decreased infection rate and enhancing the chances of natural union. 
Fibular fixation is uncalled for and does not significantly affect ankle stability. 

 
It further promotes early mobilisation of the ankle. 
 

 undisputedly ring fixator option is there to stay in the management of distal tibial fractures.  
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